Press release – 16th July 2012

Phantom Glass now in the UK
- Medley of aesthetical sensations for interior spaces
An invigorating new collection of sensational decorative glass tiles is now available exclusively in
the UK from Dream Bathrooms, independent tile and bathroom retailer in Bicester, Oxfordshire.
The

fine

‘Phantom’

glass

collection

provides an alluring choice of inimitable
tiles in a range of exquisite designs, each
using

advanced

manufacturing

technologies to display a captivating
three dimensional decorative effect.

Gravel series

Crater series

Segment series

Each design is available in an exceptional array of distinguished and
energising colours, creating a medley of aesthetical sensations for
feature walls and focal points with an expression of style and flair in
modern homes, restaurants, entertainment venues, hotels, offices
and boutique businesses.
The stereoscopic beauty of Phantom, or ‘Liquid’ glass as it is
also known, can be amplified with backlighting, accentuating
its refined charm and mystery whilst creating and intensifying
atmosphere and effortlessly commanding attention.

Each design is fascinating with depth, mystery and artistry, conjuring a
different interpretation for everyone. The Segment series has the look
of elegant and sumptuous ruffled satin; the Nest series uses pointed
geometric

shapes

to

create

a

glamorous, large almost shattered
glass effect; the Gravel series is made up of a jigsaw of curved
shapes for a coloured frosted-like effect; the depth of the Wave
series is created by a pattern of dynamic curves; the exciting

Crater series is bursting with ‘holes’ of energy; the Texture series
contains an attractive structure of ripples and both the orderly Straight
and Barcode series’ can be used vertically, horizontally or both for
various effects.
In opaque or translucent glass, the surface of each tile is easy to clean, acid and moisture resistant
and extremely durable.
Adrian Brocklesby, managing director of Dream Bathrooms, said:
“The Phantom glass collection is absolutely stunning. The tiles make
any floor or wall stand out above the rest and a bank of any of the
designs

with

backlighting

is

outstandingly special; a perfect choice
for focal points and feature walls in luxury homes, restaurants and
entertainment

venues.

Residential

and

commercial

interior

designers, buyers, architects and specifiers will adore them and I’m
delighted to have secured exclusivity in the UK.”
Each of the stereoscopic beauties are available in 300 x 300mm,
300 x 600mm, 600 x 600mm and 800 x 800mm sizes at 8mm
thick as standard. Glass panels of 915 x 2400mm are also
available, bespoke sizes and can be agreed and made to order
and the glass can be toughened and tempered for floors.
The entire collection is available to view and order at
Dream Bathrooms, an evolving business founded in
2004 offering an extensive range of wall and floor
tiles in ceramic, porcelain, glass and natural stone as
well as bathroom suites, adhesives, grouts and
accessories to both trade and private customers. To see the collection, visit the Dream Bathrooms
showroom on the Chaucer Business Park in Bicester, Oxfordshire or for further information, call
01869 322191.
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